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ABSTRACT 

Proper control of ground water is in many cases the most important 
factor influencing the success or failure of an underground mining 
project. Wat:cr seeping i11to an underground openiDg can impede the 
~ining progress by making it difficult for men and ntac:~1inery to work 
efficientJ.y, and in many cases, inflowing water will nnlt operations. 

cr'his paper discusses various methods used in the control of ground'\:Jater· 
in mining projects from tbe initial design, tD the construction and the 
abandonment of the mine. Some of the control methods need a large 
inventory of specialized plant and equipment in order to carry out such 
remedial measures as grouting, freezing, dewatering and others. The 
main focus of the paper is on methods of water control irt tunrtels and 
shafts. 

INTRODUCTION 

Various ground water control methods are employed throughout the '10rking 
life of an underground mine. The planning and desi.gn phase ot a mining 
project is probably the most important stage in a mine and information 
on the ground water hydrology plays a vital part. In most projects, the 
shafts and tunnels will be designed wi.th limited information on the sub
surface conditions. Based on the results from preliminary field 
investigations several options for groundwater control s·,stems arc
usually considered. If water poses a severe problem, more detailed 
investigations are necessary, such as, full-sca1e pumping tests, 
detailed environmental analyses or pilot sections testing the primary 
water control system. 

The final selection of a control method can be made during the shaft 
sinking operation. During that stage such important infcrmation as soil 
and rock parameters, thickness and permeability of the various strata, 
rock fractures and joints, water inflow and chemistry can be obtained. 

The natural sources of water in soft porous ground may be in the form of 
unconfined or confined aquifers and locHll~T e11trapped bodies 0f water. 
If the shaft and/or tunnel is to be driven Lhro~gh rock, the water supplv 
<0ay come. through faul:::s and joint.s frofl1 a natural source, such as the 
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groundwater table, lake Gl an undr:::.rt?;tUl~nd cavern, l'h._ j .11 ll.\v' 1:atr-. ;-

wi11 automatically stop once' the v,'i.Jter lev2l is low•'rcd f>,_,l,~""' r:1e itP/t rt 
of the tunnel or tbe holto;~l_ of tl:1C' shaft. The ,]1'iCJU:1t I r "h'dtvr Hhfch l:<Jn 

be allowed to s~ep into n shaft or a tLnnel JepcnJs c1r1 th0 ll~l/~1-Js 

involved permitting this 1eak~1ge. In the follol. .. ilng Sl:,'t:" ions the 1/ari.~us 

groundwater control methods ~mployed througlt tl10 four mJin phases of a 
mine, naQe]y })Janning, ~onstr~Jctjon, mini_ng operation und aLandonn1ent, 
3re discusseJ. ·l'be dj fferent te,:hniquc~s -In miniEL>:i water inf lu· ... ,!re 
0utlined and their capa~Ji1lt;." to cop<-' ·,.;ith unL~xp~_:ct(d gruunch.,Llter 
conditions during the op~rational life of t·he undc:rbruund rrojL'Cl clrt' 

illustrated. 

The planning and design stage is probably the most important ph:tse in 
achieving a successful and cost efficient minlng project. In 8ost c.1ses 
the underground works nnd water control system ~1:1 ~~ deslgn~d ~it11 

limited inforn;ation on the groundw<Jter geology. 

A program of sub-surfac<: e\'al.u<J.t Lon during the plar:ting nnJ design Fha':;( 
of a watt:~·:t.- control s:;stem may jn,::lude the c,:yrnpc:lt::nt~)) such as~ strati
graphy, hydraulic gradients and permeabilitics, r~xlent of groundwat~1 
res ime and other factors, l.Vh_Lctl are, to sor:1e extent intt'rrclated. 

Geohydrology 

The existing groundY.Jdter geo]ogy has J proncunced lLf"lucncr: o:1 ~he type 
of water contro·L system whi(·h should be employed ci11ring tl1~ l'Otlstrul Lion 
vf the shaft and tunnel. ln particular, the ._::h<Jractl~r-ist.ic~ and 
distribution of aquifers, aquitards and aquicludes, ~s weil as tl1e 
sources of the groundwater supply must be established. This information 
will give an indication of both the flow rate, the flow pattern o[ the 
groundwater and the quantity of water which can ~)e L'XPL'L'.ted Curing the 
sinking of shafts or driving of tunneJs. Jn order to vcrirv the~;e 

factors the program of sub-surface investjgation should <1lsc> include the 
installation of water observation wells. Boreholes which were pre\7 lOtl~1y 

drilled to ascertain the soil and rock propertiecs can be used to 
establish levels, fluctuations end gr<Jdients of the groundwater r~gime. 

These wells could also serve to sampl.o the quality and ,·herni s try of the 
groundy.vater. Boreholes may also be used for pumping .1nd recharge tests 
in order to establish the hydraulic conductivity (permeability) of the 
formations to be tunnelled through. 

CONTROL METHODS DURING CONSTRUCrlOli 

There are many methods in use to contrrJl excessive water inflow a11d so1ne 

techniques can be used in eitl1~r stage, b~t-orc and during construction. 
Very often a technique used during construction is merely a contirtuatiun 
of the preconstruction water control system. ThL) f in.:1l sf:lecl ion of a 
control method is based on technical o.nd ecortomica] consider<Jtinns, as 
well as the availability of equjprnent and expvri~r1c~ of the cuntr~ctur. 

Dewatering 

D~watering or predraiilage of soil itnd rock 1tJrmation~ prior ttl tilt' acttt~ll 

cor!.structinn -is prub.tb1y the most common aud economic coutrol ;:-~eLhL)d. 
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Widely spaced deep wells with submersible pumps below the water table are 
quite efficient in sandy and gravelly soils or fracttrred rocks. They have 
the advantage that the progress and amount of drawdown can be controlled 
effectively by choosing pump size and by the number of wells. However, 
the drawdown has to be monitored carefully in order not to pump larger 
quantities than necessary. Careful considerations must be given to soil 
subsidence which is always associated with lowering of the water table 
and that this will not affect detrimentally nearby structures. A typical 
deep well installation is shown in Fig. 1. 

Inner 

Soil 
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~-~ 

Outer well casing ~~~: 
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Graded filter 
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Submersible pump 
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water 
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FIG. Deep Well Installation (After Tomlinson (1980)) 

Well points or vacuum wells are a smaller version of deep wells, except 
that the pumping is done from the surface. They are quite frequently 
spaced and work efficiently in sandy and gravelly soils and where small 
drawdowns are needed. Their total lift is limited to five or six metres 
and therefore are not suitable for most tunnelling projects. The amount 
of drawdown and water pumped can be controlled by either turning on or 
shutting off individual wells. They also require a good seal (Bentonite) 
at the surface in order to prevent loss of vacuum. This method is 
probably the most cost efficient system for open pit mines where a 
multiple wellpoint system can be. employed. The system is not suitable in 
clays or in rock fractions. In sandy or silty soils it can be jetted 
ahead of the bottom of the shaft during sinking operations. But in these 
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soils it is necessary to stabilize the sides by either a bracing system 
or by another stabilization technique discussed in the following 
sections. 

Grouting 

Grouting is the most commonly used method for water control in pervious 
soil below the groundwater table. It involves the injection of fluid 
substances into the pores or voids and thereby preventing water flow. A 
variety of grouts are currently used and the choice depends on the soil 
grain sizes or rock openings, the ability of the grout to permeate these 
voids, the setting time, the cost and the toxicity. Grouting affects 
the soil or rock foundation in three ways which are beneficial to tunnel 
construction. The permeability is decreased considerably, the strength 
is increased and the danger of surface settlement is minimized. 
Grouting can be carried out from the surface in vertical or inclined 
drill holes for low depth tunnels or from the face of the tunnel. High 
pressure jet and slab grouting techniques have recently been introduced 
in Europe [1]. These methods will enable the contractor to construct a 
complete watertight concrete box section from the ground surface along 
the alignment of the shaft or tunnel. Completion of the excavation is 
accomplished in the "dry" by conventional excavation techniques. The 
grouting pressure is dependent on the soundness of the rock formation 
and on the depth of grout application, i.e., location of tunnel below 
the ground surface. A guide for grouting pressure in rock is given in 
Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows a typical cross-section and longitudinal view of a 
gr0uted tunnel region. 
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FIG. 4. DEPTH-PRESSURE RELATIONSHIP (EMPIRICAL RELATIONSHIP) 

little overburden have been successfully constructed by this method with 
minimum surface settlements [3]. Accurate tunnel alignment is another 
advantage of this technique. Problems may arise in mixed face conditions 
and where large cobbles are encountered. 

In general, the earth and water pressures at the face of the tunnel are 
kept in balance by the Bentonite fluid pressure. The excavated material 
is either removed by a screw conveyor or by the slurry return line. 
Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram of the components involved in the slurry 
shield method. Since the Bentonite slurry is quite viscous and has 
thixotropic properties, loss of fluid at the face is quite minimal and 
blowouts are not as frequent as in the compressed air method. The 
material removed from the tunnel face is pumped to the surface with the 
Bentonite slurry, where the solid particles are removed either by a 
screening or by a cycloning process. The cleaned slurry is re-used for 
several cycles until it loses its thixotropic properties. 

Ground Freezing 

The principle of ground freezing is to convert the water in the ground 
into ice by a he.at removal process (cooling) which is achieved by means 
of refrigeration. The frozen water has two functicms, firstly, it forms 
a waterproof barrier and, secondly, it binds the soil or rock formations 
together. The freezing operation is accc>mplished by supplying a coolant 
usually brine (calcium chloride) or liquid nitrogen. Freezing elements 
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FIG. 5. SLURRY SHIELD METHOD 
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are installed in predrilled holes. The coolant removes sufficient heat 
from the ground to freeze the porewater. Excavation of the tunnel or 
shaft is then carried out through the stabilized soil formation. As soon 
as the tunnel liners are installed the freezer pipes are advanced to a 
new section. This process is quite expensive, but has become quite cost 
efficient in recent years [4]. Successful soil freezing depends to a 
large extent on the accurate drilling of the freezer holes. Vertical 
holes or slightly inclined holes guarantee better alignment than 
horizontal ones, in particular if mixed soil conditions are encountered. 

Two common circulating freezer systems are shown in Fig. 6. These 
techniques are quite expensive and are used generally in cases where 
other water control systems cannot be used for various reasons. 

Electro-Osmosis 

Electro-osmosis is a unique process of stabilizing saturated soft clays 
and silts of such low permeability that they cannot be drained by any 
othe! way. This technique is relatively expensive, compared to other 
methods, and needs a considerable equipment plant. It involves the 
insertion of electrodes in the waterbearing formation. The application 
of a high direct current will separate the water molecules (electrolysis) 
and the water collects at the negatively charge cathode where it is 
pumped away. There are no cases reported in the literature where this 
method has been used in underground tunnel and shaft construction, but it 
would find a useful application in open cut construction in order to 
stabilize the sides of the excavation. The principle of the Electro
osmosis is shown in Fig. 7. 

COMPLETED SHAFTS AND TUNNELS 

The active methods used in completed shafts and tunnels consists mainly 
of "sumping and pumping." Water is collected in sumps at the bottom of 
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(a) X0 Plant 

(b) ln·-S Ltu i'Iant 

the shaft and then pumpen tv the surface usually in stages. ln many 
c:nses this is done ln ronjunction with grouting and concreting of the 
water he2ring formations. The tunnel and shaft openings behave as 
drains and t)l£' seepage forces will act normal to the perimeter and tend 
to cause insLtbiJ :ry. Tt'mporary or permanent lines or bracing syst:cms 
are common 1 y used t~._J safeguord against collapse. 

Permanent eMtruction and lowering of the groundwater can be applied to 
keep the tunnel region dry. The method adopted can be similar to those 
discussed for tl1e prcconstruction and construction stages. This 
approach, however, is associated with high operation and maintenance 
costs. 

Aftpr abCJ:ndoning of a mine, \·:hich was operated witl 
cc1ntrol system, the ~roundwater levcJ generally ri~~ 
lPv~l. This is ~ssociated with a slight rebound o1 

active water 
o its static 

land surfac.:, 
h·hich is a reverse ci feet to subsidence and scttl('ment <.sually occurring 
d:Jri_ng groundwnt~r lowering. But the rise in thP w;ltt·r table can have 
series effFcts nn pipeLines and watertight tunnels ~s they will be 
~;ubjccLed to hc.oyancy forces and also to lnfiltrcttion. :'1.:1ny countr:es, 
v.;hl'rP mining is .:-ln important part of the economy have stringent restric
l_lons v..~ith rcg~;~-d to !,._:hanging the groundHater regime that may hJve 
!(!''!'ISP surfnct t·ffl'Cts. 
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FIC. 7. PRINCIPLE Of ELECTRO-OSMOSIS 

CONCLUSIONS 

Groundwater control prior and during the construction of an underground 
mine forms a vital part of the safe and economic operation of such an 
undertaking. Water control methods use presently, and will need for the 
forcoseeable future, highly sophisticated equipment operated by specia-
lized firms. In order to make advances in this field, new techniques as 
well as solutions to difficult problems should be publicized '"idely. 
Therefore, engineers and companies involved in the design and operation 
of water control methods must be encouraged to publish detailed and 
concise reports on both Euccessful and unsuccessful projects in order 
that the state of practice can be advanced. 
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